Intro to Frontend Development
Course

Unsure if web development is right for you? Are you curious, and
want to know more? Or perhaps you just want to broaden your skill
set or better collaborate with web developers on your team? No matter
your motivations, this 4-week course on frontend development will
help you discover the entire web development process by building
a fully-functional website from scratch as you deliver your first web
development project.
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What you’ll get
Regular calls and unlimited messaging
with your tutor and mentor
A video review of your project
by your mentor for expert advice as you
develop your portfolio
14‑day trial period
Get your money back if the course
isn’t right for you

Flexibly paced
Our 15‑hour/week pace can be organised
around any schedule
Lifetime access to our curriculum
Written by expert data analysts working
in the field
Active online student community
Find a study buddy through online
and in‑person meetups

1.
Who is the course for
and what are the requirements?
If you’re interested in frontend development, but want to get a taste of what it’s like to work as
a frontend developer before you make the leap—we’ve got you covered! The Intro to Frontend
Development Course is the perfect solution for those brand-new to the industry, and a great way to
see whether coding is right for you.
You’ll be mainly working with a text editor for the duration of the course. A text editor is often
considered to be a programmer’s most essential tool, and you’ll use it to write and edit your code.
We suggest using text editing programs such as Atom, VSCode, and Sublime Text—which are all
free to use. You’ll also use Google Chrome, GitHub, and CodePen.
A lot of testing, especially on the frontend side of things, can be done within Google Chrome’s
Web Inspector. This is an invaluable tool for previewing changes you make to your own sites and
apps, as well as for taking a peek at how sites on the web are coded.
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GitHub is a platform for hosting code and collaborating on web development projects. You don’t have
to be an expert programmer in order to navigate and benefit from the many great features that GitHub
offers. Although it isn’t free, GitHub does offer free plans for open-source projects. Even better—for the
purpose and scope of this course, you can use a free version of GitHub.
CodePen is a bit like a playground for developers. It’s free to use, so anyone online can create and share
pieces of code for other developers to read and play around with. This is especially useful for those just
starting out in development, as it provides a place where you can test out code and immediately see the
results.

System and hardware requirements
In terms of hardware, you’ll need a computer or laptop for the course (Mac or Windows). Here are the system
and hardware requirements for the main tools you’ll use in the course.

macOS
Minimum Requirements
Operating system

macOS versions 10.13 and later

Processor

Multicore Intel processor with 64-bit support

Monitor resolution

1024 x 768

RAM

4 GB RAM (64-bit)

Windows
Minimum Requirements
Operating system

Windows 10

Processor

Multicore Intel processor with 64-bit support

Monitor resolution

1400 x 900

RAM

4 GB of RAM
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2.
What will you finish the course with?
This course will walk you through the entire development process as you gain hands-on knowledge
in order to create a simple yet functional portfolio site from scratch to showcase your work. By the
end of the course, you’ll have the practical and technical skills necessary for applying this process
to other projects.
You’ll first begin learning about frontend development through web inspection and basic HTML,
before gradually working your way through CSS stylesheets and responsive CSS. Finally, you’ll
upload your code to GitHub so you can showcase your new portfolio site to the world. You’ll not only
know how to code with HTML and CSS, but also how to lint, test, and debug your code.
You’ll havea variety of vital jobs killsu
 nderyourb
 elt—from HTML and CSS to Git, Version Control,
Code Quality, Testing, and Web Hosting. Together these make up all of the essentials for creating
your first website. To complement the highly technical aspects of the course, you’ll also learn about
key agile project management techniques and how to collaborate with designers whichwill impress
employers and clients alike.

If you complete the Intro to Frontend Development Course and decide that you’d like to transform your
career, you can upgrade to our full, 7-month Web Development Program (job guarantee included) and
receive a tuition credit.
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3.
What kind of support is available?
As part of the course, you’ll receive support from your dedicated tutor and mentor, your student advisors
and a community of fellow learners.

Your tutor

Student Advisors

is your course specialist, providing feedback
on your daily submissions and answering
any questions that come up about individual
tasks or instructions. Every time you submit
an assignment, you can message back and
forth with them via the messaging tool on our
platform.

ensure you have the best possible
experience throughout the course. You can
message them from your dashboard (within
the platform)—they’re always happy to
answer any questions you have about the
administration of your course.

Fellow students
As a CareerFoundry student, you’ll be part of
an extensive community of fellow students
both during the course and after graduation.
You can reach out to your fellow students
to discuss your program, organize meetups,
or find a study buddy via Slack (instant
messaging tool). As a part of our graduate
community, you’ll have lifetime access to our
Slack workspace so that you can stay in touch
with your fellow graduates. Our students also
regularly organize in-person meetups around
the world, where they network and share
experiences.

Your mentor
is a seasoned and influential web
development expert we’ve hand-picked to
provide industry insights and guidance to
help you succeed in your chosen field. They’ll
also do an in-depth video review of your
portfolio project at the end of the course.

4.
How much time do you need to commit
to the course?
Our Intro to Frontend Development Course takes about one month to complete. Since you’re not required
to be online at specific times to work on the material, you have a great deal of flexibility in which hours
you set aside for study.
The course requires an average of 15-20 hours per week—though this may vary depending on the time
you need to understand course material and learn various industry standard tools. It’s also possible to
finish the course in less than two months. Some students put aside time specifically to complete their
course, dedicating an average of 30-40 hours each week, for a total course duration of 2-3 weeks.
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5.
What is the structure and format
of the course?
The course provides a 100% asynchronous online learning experience that is flexibly-paced—so while there
is an overall completion deadline, you get to decide how to fit your study hours around other obligations.
Our curriculum is built with the beginner in mind, but it is comprehensive and rigorous—created in-house
by our team of curriculum designers, and authored in collaboration with industry experts.
Our learning platform will guide you through the course reading materials and assignments, but you’ll have
plenty of support along the way. Your tutor and mentor will be there to answer questions, offer guidance,
and provide rapid and extensive feedback (as well as final approval) on your portfolio project.
Your tutor will give feedback and approval for the first nine tasks in the course. For the tenth and final task,
you’ll submit your work to your mentor for a final review of what you’ve completed throughout the course.
There is no final exam at the end of this course. It’s counted as complete once all the exercises have been
reviewed and approved by your mentor. You’ll be able to download your certificate of completion directly
from the dashboard.
If you’re curious about how it will all look, take a tour of the CareerFoundry learning dashboard
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6.
Course Outline
Intro to Frontend Development
You’ll learn HTML and CSS, the building blocks of the web, as you work on creating
your own responsive portfolio website from scratch.

1. Getting Started with
Web Development
Discuss the role of a web developer
and practice project planning with
Agile
2. HTML and the Web
Explain the basic structure of the web
and how the internet works and create
an HTML document
3. HTML Semantics
Practice commenting and code
indentation
Work with hyperlinks to access
internal and external pages
Implement HTML semantics as well as
form and graphic elements
4. Advanced HTML & Web Accessibility
Apply advanced HTML attributes for
web accessibility
Use ARIA to create dynamic content

5. CSS & the Look of Your Website
Apply basic CSS styling to a web page
6. Advanced CSS Layout
Create a CSS grid layout for a web
page
7. Advanced Topics in CSS
Apply advanced CSS styling such
as transitions and animations to a
webpage
8. CSS Preprocessors & CSS Variables
Integrate CSS variables to ensure
browser support
Discuss how CSS pre- and post
processors work
9. Git & Version Control
Practice version control with Git
10. Code Quality, Testing,
and Web Hosting
Utilize code linting to prevent errors
and ensure consistent code quality
Conduct cross-browser testing
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7.
What kind of project will you be working on?
You’ll finish our Intro to Frontend Development Course with a complete portfolio site coded from
scratch using HTML and CSS, and uploaded to GitHub. You’ll be able to use this project to
showcase your web development skills—and your future web development projects—to friends,
family, and potential employers.
Here is an example of a student project from this course:

Tony Nicola
Web Developer
See project
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8.
Tuition and payment
You can view the price for the course directly on the CareerFoundry website
accept payments by credit card, Paypal, and bank transfer.

. We currently

We offer you the chance to try out the course for a period of 14 days. This begins on
the course start date. If, within that time frame, you decide that the course is not for
you, we’ll refund 100% of any tuition you’ve paid.
If the 14‑day trial period has passed and you’d like to withdraw from the course before
60% of the course time has elapsed, you get a prorated refund based on remaining
on our
course time and your payment plan details. See the full terms and conditions
website.

9..
Application and enrollment
We don’t require you to go through any long‑winded application
process in order to participate in a CareerFoundry course or course.
We know that our students can change careers successfully,
regardless of their background.
If you’d like to make sure you’re familiar with all of the details
before signing up, get in touch with us .

Ready to dive into UI design? Enroll in
the course now. We can’t wait to see
you in the course!
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